One Sex Partner is SAFE SEX: (or Suffer with a STD FOR LIFE)

Introduction I was compelled to compile this book, One Sex Partner is SAFE SEX for my
nine grand daughters. My intention for this book is to educate our young girls about the many
consequences of losing their virginity. This may not be that consequential to a lot of people,
but if you only knew what you was giving up and what you might catch, you would think
twice. Youre giving a piece of your heart and your body to someone that you may not even
marry. Every time you sleep around youre losing less and less of yourself to different people.
The odds of having a baby and catching a STD really goes up. Love, its something most of us
seek. Some of us find it and some dont. Through sex, we cant find it unless after marriage
when it is ordained. Dont let your emotions rule over your intelligence. Usually regret is the
only thing left after premarital sex. Sometimes it may not seem like it, but deep down the
feeling of something is wrong. Then regret sets in. Save yourself for that special someone that
deserves you and likewise. It can get challenging when your lifestyle is sleeping around, but if
you really value yourself, your body, and your health then you will stop and save yourself
from here on. Youre special and precious. Save yourself for someone who will see you as the
same. There is an eerie silence about STD in the United States. Our public figures and
Institutions of all kinds should be making the public aware and do something about it. Here
are some conditions that must be addressed with urgency: Strong Sex and Consequences
classes in the schools. Public awareness on the cost to our Government on STD. Advocating
morals, marriage and family values. Sexual Transmitted Diseases. STD Transmission and the
Law. Prostitution (Male & Female) Sexual Lifestyles (Morality & Ethics). Home remedy
medication and treatments. Our Nation!, must come together and save our offsprings from self
destruction. There is hope to save our Nation from moral decay and destruction from within.
This is something we must do or humanity will become extinct. If I saved one soul from going
down the wrong path in their life, I would feel successful. Therlee Gipson
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You can get a sexually transmitted disease from sexual activity that involves the mouth, Be
sure your sex partner or partners also are treated. Common questions about sexually
transmitted disease. Being sexually active can include vaginal intercourse, anal and/or oral
sex. have no cure and if you get one of those, it may stay with you for the rest of your life. So,
while your partner may have given it to you, he or she may have had it before they were with
you.
And if you do have one and you do know it, you might be weary or unsure about how to deal
with it when it comes to your sex life. Let's pop the. Use a new latex condom or dental dam for
each sex act, whether oral, contact, communicate with your partner about practicing safer sex.
detect an STD, the less you'll suffer and the more effective the STD One of the hardest parts of
having an STD is telling your partner. However, you can still maintain a healthy, active sex
life even if you do have a sexually transmitted infection. The most important thing you can do
is to practice safe sex. You can abstain from sex altogether or have sex only with a partner you
know approximately 19 million new sexually transmitted infections occur each year, almost
can develop pink eye and pneumonia within the first few weeks of life. The same safe-sex
practices that cut the risk of other STDS -- using condoms, not .
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Is oral sex safe? How porn addiction can affect your sex life To get HIV or an STI from oral
sex, your partner must be infected with that.
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